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THE JFK ASSASSINATION: CURRENT STATUS 

Cyril H. Wecht, M.D., J.D. * 

Two years ago in this journal i T wrote that the assassination of President 

John F. Kennedy in 1963, simply did not happen the way the Warren Commission | 

said it did, and that my own examination of the available records and the autopsy 

photographs and X-rays at the National Archives had Jed me to the conclusion that 

more than one person had been involved in the shooting. I described several 

irreconcilable flaws in the Warren Report's "single-bullet theory, “ the hypothesis 

that both the President and Governor Connally had been hit by the same bullet 

early in the shooting and which the Commission used to accommodate. no less 

than four separate penetrating wounds in the two men by means of a single shot, 

thus avoiding the evidence of more than one assasdin, I cited a number of serious | 

errors and omissions in the autopsy procedure itself and the fact that some of the 

most important items from the autopsy, items which were definitely known to exist 

‘and which had played an essential role in the autopsy findings, had not been 

made available to me despite my repeated requests. Finally, I pointed out that 

it was still possible to resolve some of the critical questions about the assassination 

if the government would make available the missing autopsy materials and certain 

other scientific test data, specifically the spectrographic analyses of the bullet 

fragments recovered in the FBI's investigation of the case. [I also suggested that | 

the government should conduct neutron activation analyses .of these bullet fragments 

as a further aid to determining their origin. 
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- Since then, there has been no change in the government's position on ~ & - 

release of these materials. On the other hand, additional facts have come to - 

light which add considerable emphasis to the points made: ‘previously. The net [= 

result is that I can say today, with even more confidence, that the ‘Warren Commissi 

did not solve this case. Moreover, Inow believe th that there hi has "beans a prolonged as 

and willful cover-up of the Commission's failure by the government. 

Early in Ag 73, within two months after my article appeared, the serene 

released, for the first time, a considerable volume of ¢ corres sondence t that had 

passed between the Warren Commission and various governmental agencies we 

the period when the Commission was still deliberating on the case, ‘This natertal 

had previously been withheld from public v view, although it spparentiy had been on 

file at the National Archives since 1964, The material had not been classified and ; 

-it is not clear just why it should ever have been withheld. : Neither is it clear why : 

_ the government suddenly chose to release it as that particular tine, although some . 

. parts of it, as I shall show, are directly relevant and seemingly responsive to the 

point IT had made about the need for the s pectrographic « and neutron activation 

analyses of the bullet fragments. , | 

Buried within this volume of correspondence are three letters. from FBI | 

Director J. Edgar Hoover to J. Lee Rankin, then General Counsel to the Warren 

Commission, discussing various aspects of the PBI's examinations of the bullet : 

fragments . These letters | which bear various dates from February to july, 19 64, 

make reference to previous inquiries by Rankin and are evidently in response to -_



' Commission requests for technical information about the pbr's identification of - 

the bullet fragments. Two of the three Hoover letters, ‘in fact, make © specific 

- reference to the spectrographic analyses of the jead 4 portions i. certain of t the 

fragments, reporting that the compositions of some of ‘tiese fragments were’ _ 

"similar" or that "no significant differences were found within the sensitivity wag 

of the Je spectrographic method. " , on, 

This, in principle, is exactly the kind of information 1 had in mind when: 

I wrote ‘that such information is vital in resolving some of the critical questions 

about t the assassination. Thus , if it had been found that the composition of the: a 

dead i in the fragment recovered from Governor Connally’ s “wrist wound was indistin— : 

guishable from the composition of the lead in the nearly whole bullet found. at. 

. Parkland Hospital (Commission Exhibit 399) , ‘that fact alone would lend strong ore 

support to the single- -bullet theory, since under that theory, the Commission had 

postulated that all of the non-fatal wounds of both the President and the Govemor . 
had been inflicted by CE 399; whereas, if the compositions were significantly 

different, the single~bullet theory would have to be abandoned, independently of i. 

the other reasons I cited in the November, 1972, article. , =: 

Unfortunately, the FBI's spectrographic analyses as desoribed in the : - 

Hoover letters do not appear to have included that particular comparison: at any 7 

rate , it is not reported. One can find statements that the fragment from Connally’s- 

wrist was “similar in composition" to a certain fragment found in the front of 

the car (GE 567}, which is believed to have been part of the bullet that caused the



President's head wound {an implied origin of Connally's 's wrist st wound which the - 

Commission considered but rejected); but one Looks 1 in, vain 1 for a a direct statement ; 

. about the critical comparison between the Connally “omist fragment nt and ‘CE 399.2 

Nor does one find any statement at all comparing the: c conser portions of the fragme. 

although there were two large fragments found in ‘the front of the car, CE 567 and 

CE 569, both with substantial copper portions which could and chould have been. : 

compared to determine whether they had originated from the saing bullet 0 or ‘om as S 

two separate bullets. The latter isa question of considerable snportance tr in | 

attempting to determine the number of shots fired and what t happened to “ene ; but 

the Commission was forced to leave it unanswered? and. we. ‘still do ‘not know the. 

answer today. , 

‘However, despite the incompleteness of the FBI's spectrographic compari 

the Hoover letters on the bullet analyses might appear to lend some support to the 

| Commission's lone assassin conclusion. ‘After all, the several fragment composi 

which were compared and reported were found to be similar, * and that suggests, 

the FBI's cautious semantics, that all the fragments came from a ‘common source 

; and thus, presumably, from the same gun. Is this 1 not a. , sufficient answer to ime 

and other critics? And so why don' t we just shut up and leave the Warren Repor! 

It is not a sufficient answer and we are not going to’ shut up. “Aside from 

the flaws in the single- -bullet theory which I cited ¢ and which are still unrefuted 

two years later, it turns out that the government has not given | us the full story



on the analysis of the bullet fragments. At the time i wrote the previous article, 

I did not know that neutron. activation analysis of any of the fragments had been. 

performed. In fact, IT stated, | mistakenly, that it had not been performed but that’ 

since the fragments \ were at the: National Archives, | it still could be" and should be 

performed. fae 

A few words are necessary here to describe the general nature of neutron oS 

activation analysis (NAA) and why it is so valuable. The technique involves : 

irradiation of a specimen in a nuclear reactor, followed bye detection and analysis. : . 

: of the induced radioactivity. Particular elements. in the spectinen produce a char - 

acteristic radiation pattern, and this permits the determination of the elemental. a 

| composition of the specimen in great detail, considerably more so than by spectro~ . 

graphic analysis , tor example. Trace elements can be detected and measured. - 

down to parts per billion or even less in some cases.4 Thus , different specimens 

of paint, paper, metals, and many other substances can be analyzed and compared . 

to determine whether or not they have a common origin, €.9. ; ‘whether a certain : 

flake ‘of paint came from a particular cutomobile.. Tt ‘is o1 one of the most powerful 

and sophisticated forensic science methods ever developed, and its applications 

are growing steadily. , , 

There had been no reference to such NAA tests of the bullet fragments in 

the Warren Report or in any of the accompanying 26 volumes of testimony and 

exhibits .° I had therefore assumed that it had not been conducted, for surely 

it would have merited mention in the Warren Report if the Commission had been
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aware of it. After all, determination of the origin of the various fragments was one 

of the inost crucial considerations in the Commission's reconstruction of the shootit 

and even the Commission itself was well aware that its reconstruction had some oS 

uncertainties in it. 6 

, I was astonished to discover, then, that oné. of the newly released Hoover 

letters to Rankin disclosed that neutron activation analyses had indeed been con- ~~ 

o 

oe 

ducted on several of the bullet fragments, including CE 399 and the Gonnally wrist 
— 

fragment, ‘and that some differences. in _ composition had been observed! The letter. 
a o 

reporting this information to the Commission is. dated july, 8, (1964, and by that 

-time the Commission was already committed to the single-bullet theory and the 

lone-assassin conclusion. In fact, the first draft of Chapter 3 of the ‘Warren Repor 

the chapter which sets forth the single-bullet theory and the Commission’ s reton~" 

struction of the shooting, had already been written by Arlen Specter and submitted 

to Rankin a month earlier. 7 Undoubtedly, the lateness | in the availability of the 

NAA. information played a role in the manner in which the information was presented 

to the Commission by the FBI, for by July, 19 64, ‘the Commission’ s staff had 

already missed one deadline for the final report and was s being told by Rankin that, 

at that stage, it should be "closing doors, ‘not opening them. 08 

In any case, Hoover's letter announcing the NAA tests is a masterpiece 

| oft tactful palliation of the fact that some differences in composition were detected 

among the various bullet fragments. The language has to be read in its entirety 

to be appreciated, and so I quote the letter verbatim: .



July.8, 1964, 

By Gourier Service . 

The Honorable J. Lee Rankin 

General Counsel .- 

. The President's Commission. 

200 Maryland Avenue, Northeast 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Rankin: an 

As previously reported to the Commission, cértain small lead metal fragment 
uncovered in connection with this matter were analyzed spectrographically to deter- 
mine whether they could be associated with one or more of the lead bullet fragments 
‘and no significant differences were found. within the > sensitivity of the Spectrographi 
_method. 

Because of the higher sensitivity of the neutron activation analysis t certain 
of the small lead fragments were then subjected to neutron activation analyses and 
comparisons with larger bullet fragments. The items analyzed included the followin 
Cl - bullet from stretcher; C2 - fragment from front seat cushion; C4 and C5 —- meta, 
fragments from President Kennedy's head; C9 -. metal fragment from the arm of Gover 
nor Connally; C16 - metal fragments from rear floor board carpet of the car. - 

While minor variations in composition were found by this method, these wen 
-not considered sufficient to permit positively differentiating among the larger bullet 
fragments and thus positively determining from which of the larger bullet Tragments. 
any given small lead fragment may have come. , 

Sincerely yours, 

/8/ J. Edgar Hoover 

The final paragraph of the letter contains several nuances difficult to 7 

_ comprehend, but in any case, we know that some significant differences in com- 

position were observed. That much is clear from \ comparison with the Janguage 

used to describe the spectrographic results in the first paragraph. _ Moreover; if.



there had been a close match between the compositions of "co" (the Connally wrist 

fragment) and "Cl" {the stretcher bullet, i.e,, CE 399), 1 it is unlikely that Hoover’ Ss. 

letter would have omitted mention of it, for such 2 an observation would have been oa 

very helpful ‘to the Commission’ s | single-bullet theory and would undoubtedly have. 

been useful in the Report. On the other hand, note that if “the compositions ¢ of these oo 

‘two items had been found to be “positively” different, as I ‘Touspect they were, ‘that a 

fact would not. be contrary to Hoover' 5 conclusion as as stated, because ‘the Connally * 

. wrist fragment, co, is not one of the “larger bullet fragments." (3 weighed only a 

halfa grain n and was the smallest stem a among. those tested. ) 

Semantic exercises aside, the. Hoover letter is cxazpeseting for its lack of a 

. detail and complete absence of any quantitative ‘gata. Nor. is there any indication. 1a : 

in any of the other available documents at the Archives | that the Commission later 

asked for or received ‘the details, ' probably because of the Rankin dictum th that doors 

should be closed, not opened. 

_Nor is this the whole story either. In June of this year, another document 

was released which sheds still more light c on the Commission’ s procedures and the : 7 

history of the NAA tests. The. transcript: of the Warren en Commission 's executive 

session meeting of January 27, 19 64, which had been classified Top Secret and 

withheld for more than ten years, is now available at the National Archives . it . 

an intriguing document for many reasons, although no part of it has any visible 

connection with national security. | | 

‘This. transcript shows that as of January 27, 1964, more than two months
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leaving various indications of its passage allegedly observed by the autopsy team, ‘and then "made its. exit through the anterior surface of the neck," Now I submit that there is no way to misinterpret that conclusion, ‘no way to be bewildered about the bullet's Supposed pathway, and no way to imagine that this autopsy report. -
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somehow suggests that the throat wound had been caused by anything b but a 

whole bullet. Yet, this is the autopsy report which Commander Humes testified 

: that he had drafted on the morning of November 24, 19 63, ist and it is the “official: 

autopsy report" which J. Edgar Hoover declared had been given to the FBI and the | 

Warren Commission on December 23, 1963, 12 more. than a month before this execu : 

. tive session of the Commission. There is s only one ne possible Inference: the Commis- 

7 sion, as 5 of January 27, ‘As 64, did not have the autopsy report which wa nent 

published as the “official autopsy report." They. had some earlier and obviously. : 

much different version of the autopsy report, and both Humes a and Hoover were ~ . 

error, to use the most charitable language for their statements. ” 

This isa sickening discovery, and it might be thought to confirm some of : 

the worst suspicions ever expressed about the. Warren Report and the tategetty of 

those who produced it. I hope that it means no more ‘than ‘that. the autopsy team . 

had blundered badly and found it necessary to o rewrite their report at a a later date, 

with the Commission and the FBI consenting to a cover-up of that fact on the = 

- grounds that the later report was the correct one and that that was’ all that mattered. 

But this is still not all. In the same portion oft the ransoript, where Rankin , 

| . is found casting about for some explanation of the President's wounds const stent 

7 with an elevated location for the lone assas sin, we 1 read that the bullet fragments - 

had been sent in early January to the Atomic Energy Commission, "who are trying to 

determine by a new method ... whether they /the fragments/ are a > part of one of 

the bullets that was broken and came out in part through the neck, and just what
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“particular assembly of bullet they were part of. 413 ‘the new method referred to “ a 

by Rankin, of course, has to be neutron activation analysis, as there would 

' otherwise be no > special reason to send the fragments t to the Atomic — Casing! 

, sion. There is no further mention of this test in 1 any of the subsequent executive os 

sessions of the Commission, The next time the subject appears i in any ‘of the | _ 

available records is in the aforementioned Hoover l letter to Rankin of of july 8, 1964 64, 

almost six months: later when it was too late to. be ‘of any assistance to the cma 

Ra oe 

Whai could possibly account for this tong interval between | the ABC’ s receipt 

of the fragments for NAA testing and the: FBI's carefully qualified report of the result: 

I believe there were two separate tests. There seems. no other way to account for 

‘the long lapse, since the test can be completed { in a 1 few. days and the Commission “s 

was obviously in need of the results as early as | possible. “If indeed two separate : 

, NAA tests had been conducted, what where the results of the first one and why was: 

GE necessary for the FBI to repeat it?. Like SO many other questions about the , 

: government's investigation of this case, no answers are available. : J 

I have spent | a great deal of effort over the past few months in an effort to 

. get the neutron activation analysis data from the PBI and the: Justice Department. 

Alternatively, i in lieu of the actual laboratory data, I I requested the Justice 

Department to provide. some definitive answers to the most crucial questions about : 

~ the data. For example, I asked if the composition of the Connally wrist fragment 

did or did not differ Significantly from that of CE 399 7 and whether the copper 

portions of the two large fragments found in the front of the Presidential car,
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CE 567 and GCE 569, did or did not differ significantly. te has been a totally» 

frustrating experience. I have three courteous letters from. FBI Director Kelley, 

and Attorney General Saxbe, but T have received no data, no answers to. the: oe 

questions, and no explanation for the denials except a reference to, of all | things, 

i the “Freedom of Information Act. wld 

Tam forced to conclude that “the Justice Department nt covering up th the: , 

Commission s failure to solve the case. i anyone has a more palatable cui 

for these events, I should like to know what’ if isy.-. In the 2 meantime, Te - am going» 

~ .to continue to point out the government's plundering and hypocrisy about the case, 

and Li am going to continue to insist that there was Tore » than one assassin, b based 7 

; upon the presently available evidence.
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